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Backup and Disaster
Recovery in the Cloud
with Wasabi

Incredibly Cost-Effective Cloud Storage for Backup and
Disaster Recovery (DR)
Wasabi is fundamentally transforming cloud storage with the industry’s most
affordable and highest-performing storage solution. Unlike legacy cloud
storage services with confusing storage tiers and complex pricing schemes,
Wasabi provides a single product—with predictable and straightforward
pricing—that addresses nearly all cloud storage requirements.
You can use Wasabi with third-party backup applications to provide costeffective, fast and reliable data protection for physical and virtual servers,
desktops and mobile devices. Wasabi’s highly parallelized system architecture
accelerates read/write operations, slashing backup and recovery times.
Use Wasabi to protect:

KEY FEATURES
• Ultra-low-cost cloud storage
• Extremely reliable and efficient
backup and recovery
• Industry-leading read/write
performance
• Compatible with existing storage
and data protection vendors via
an S3 API
• Wide choice of backup and
recovery tools

BENEFITS
• Reduce risk and exposure due to
data loss

• Data and content stored on on-premises storage arrays, on servers
with internal storage or on other cloud storage services like Amazon
S3

• Protect against equipment
failures, disasters, human error,
ransomware and malware

• Applications and workloads running in corporate data centers, in
remote offices or in cloud compute services like Amazon EC2

• Accelerate backup and recovery
times

• Applications, data and content on desktops, laptops and mobile
devices scattered across the enterprise

• Protect and extend previous
investments
• Reduce operations expense and
complexity

Ultra-Low-Cost Disaster Recovery
With Wasabi
Leading backup vendors recommend cloud storage as a simple and
inexpensive alternative to using physical media or a secondary data center
for disaster recovery. You can back up data remotely without the cost and
complexity of building and maintaining a separate DR site or the hassles and
delays of shipping tapes offsite.
You can use Wasabi in conjunction with compute services like Amazon
EC2 for full disaster recovery in the cloud. If your data center is impaired
by equipment problems, a natural disaster or a malware outbreak, you can
quickly restore production services in the cloud.
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Use Wasabi With Any S3-Compatible Backup
Application
At Wasabi we believe in choice. We designed Wasabi to work with a wide range of storage management applications and
backup tools, so you can select the data protection product that best fits your budget and functional requirements.
Wasabi supports a simple, standards-based REST API that is 100% bit-compatible with Amazon S3. That means any
storage management or data protection application that works with Amazon S3 will work seamlessly with Wasabi,
including enterprise-class backup and recovery products from leading vendors like:
• Actifio

• IBM

• Veritas Technologies

• Arcserve

• NetApp

• HPE

• Commvault

• Rubrik

• Unitrends

• Dell EMC

• Veeam

If you’re currently using a backup and recovery product that supports an S3 interface, you can introduce Wasabi without
making any changes to your application or to your administrative practices.
For small businesses, developers, and consumers, Wasabi also supports a wide range of S3-compatible backup and
recovery applications including:
• Arq Backup

• Duplicati

• Restic

• CloudBerry
Backup

• Duplicacy

• Syncovery

• Comet Backup

• GoodSync

ABOUT WASABI
Wasabi is the hot cloud storage company delivering low-cost, fast, and reliable cloud storage.
Wasabi is 80% cheaper and 6x faster than Amazon S3, with 100% data immutability
protection and no data egress fees. Created by Carbonite co-founders and cloud storage
pioneers David Friend and Jeff Flowers, Wasabi is on a mission to commoditize the storage
industry. Wasabi is a privately held company based in Boston, MA.
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